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INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, technology innovations such as
radio, television, telephones, cellphones, and the internet have transformed how
our society communicates. The early 2000s brought a specific new wave of
communication advancements—the creation of social media platforms (SMPs).
SMPs changed lives, from interacting with friends and family, organizing events
from birthday parties to large conventions, to how news is read and received. Yet
unlike radio, television, and phones, which are regulated by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), SMPs are not regulated by the United
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States government and are instead self-regulated by the companies that own
them.1

In the past five years specifically, the lack of oversight on SMPs led to dire
consequences in the United States as foreign adversaries used these platforms to
influence elections. Both foreign and domestic terrorist organizations used the
platforms to plan attacks, organize, and recruit new members. For the sake of the
country’s security and its citizens, SMPs cannot be relied upon to continue to
self-regulate. Our government must act now to treat SMPs as a public utility and
bring them under the auspices of the FCC. Other democratic countries recently
passed or introduced legislation to begin regulating SMPs that operate in their
countries. It is past time for the United States to do the same. 

This Note will establish the need to treat SMPs as a public utility to be
regulated by the FCC. The first section will explain current issues and the need
for regulation, including homeland security issues, foreign influence in United
States elections, and the spread of misinformation online. Section II will outline
how terrorists and extremists use SMPs to organize and radicalize others, and
Section III will address First Amendment issues. Section IV will review the
liability shield, known as Section 230, that currently protects SMPs from liability
for the content that users post to their platforms. Section V will begin a
comparative analysis of how two democratic countries, Germany and Australia,
implemented regulation and penalties for SMPs, along with a brief overview of
the European Union’s handling of SMPs and its new proposed legislation
targeting SMPs. The final section makes the argument for treating SMPs as public
utilities regulated under the FCC, along with specific regulatory and penalty
suggestions. 

I. CURRENT ISSUES

A. Social Media Platform Usage

Social media is defined as “forms of electronic communication (such as
websites for social networking and microblogging) through which users create
online communities to share information, ideas, personal messages, and other
content (such as videos).”2 Common examples of social media platforms are
Facebook, YouTube, Pinterest, Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter, and TikTok. The
terms “social media,” “social media networks,” and “social media platforms” are
used interchangeably. This Note will refer to all types of social media as Social
Media Platforms (“SMPs”).

Roughly 72 percent of all Americans use SMPs.3 An even higher percentage

1. See generally FED. COMMC’NS COMM’N, http://www.fcc.gov/about/overview [https://

perma.cc/4GZS-QC2V].

2. Social media, MERRIAM-WEBSTER, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/social

%20media [https://perma.cc/4YXQ-M2RY].

3. Social Media Fact Sheet, PEW RSCH. CTR., https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/fact-

sheet/social-media/ [https://perma.cc/P5A6-8QUX].
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of young adults aged 18-29 use SMPs at roughly 90 percent.4 That percentage
decreases slightly with each subsequent age group, with 40 percent of adults aged
65 and older using SMPs.5 YouTube, owned by Google, is the most widely used
SMP in America, with 73 percent of all adults using the platform, closely
followed by Facebook, with 69 percent of all adults using that platform.6

Instagram, owned by Facebook, is in third place, with 37 percent of adults using
the platform.7 The reach of SMPs is even more staggering, considering a majority
of Facebook and Instagram users visit those sites every day, with 74 percent of
Facebook users accessing the site daily, followed by 63 percent of Instagram
users.8 

B. Self-Regulation Is No Regulation

The United States has a “hands-off” approach to regulating SMPs.9 That may
soon change as Congressional testimony indicates an observed need for
regulation.10 Although, it is clear from the lines of questioning during hearings
that Congress does not understand how Facebook and other SMPs function.11

Nearly all SMPs have some level of regulation inside their platforms, including
user terms of agreement, and each platform generally self-regulates as it sees fit.
This means there is no uniform standard across SMPs. For example, in 2019,
Twitter announced it would no longer allow paid political advertising, while
Facebook initially exempted politicians and political campaigns from its regular
fact-checking process, and Google rarely restricted verifiably false political ads.12

Facebook changed its policy a year after Twitter, less than five weeks before the
2020 presidential election.13 In fact, Facebook changed its policies on political

4. Id.

5. Id.

6. Id.

7. Id.

8. Andrew Perrin & Monica Anderson, Share of U.S. Adults Using Social Media, Including

Facebook, is Mostly Unchanged Since 2018, PEW RSCH. CTR. (Apr. 10, 2019), https://www.

pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/04/10/share-of-u-s-adults-using-social-media-including-facebook-

is-mostly-unchanged-since-2018/ [https://perma.cc/39Q6-XUX6].

9. Dawn Carla Nunziato, The Marketplace of Ideas Online, 94 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1519,

1521 (2019).

10. Kurt Wagner, Congress Doesn’t Know How Facebook Works and Other Things We

Learned from Mark Zuckerberg’s Testimony, VOX (Apr. 11, 2018), https://www.vox.com/

2018/4/11/17226742/congress-senate-house-facebook-ceo-zuckerberg-testimony-hearing

[https://perma.cc/L88X-7ZFG].

11. Id.

12. Robert Yablon, Political Advertising, Digital Platforms, and the Democratic Deficiencies

of Self-Regulation, 104 MINN L. REV. 13 (2020).

13. Jessica Schulberg, Facebook Ban on Paid Ads Discrediting the Election Won’t Stop

Trump in his Regular Posts, HUFFPOST (Oct. 2, 2020), https://www.huffpost.com/entry/facebook-

paid-ads-delegitimize-election-trump-mail-in-voting_n_5f76704dc5b6374c558b993f
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advertising numerous times throughout 2020, which led to dire consequences as
the company could not properly enforce its guidelines.14 For example, Facebook
announced it would stop accepting new political ads in the week preceding the
election, but blamed “technical flaws” when it began blocking previously
approved ads to numerous political campaigns, namely the Biden for President
campaign, which estimated it lost five hundred thousand dollars in donations due
to blocked ads.15

It is important to note that the election woes Facebook experienced
throughout 2020 came after the creation and implementation of its Oversight
Board. In 2018, Facebook announced it would create an independent oversight
committee to serve as an “appellate review system” for content and make
recommendations back to Facebook.16 The Oversight Board launched in early
2020 after a yearlong study and buildout.17 The Oversight Board helps Facebook
decide “what to take down, what to leave up, and why.”18 The Oversight Board
consists of twenty members from around the world, many of whom are legal
scholars or digital and technology experts.19 The body will review “highly
emblematic cases” to determine if Facebook followed its procedures.20

The creation of the Oversight Board did not stop an exodus of Facebook
employees aggravated by Facebook’s attempts, or lack thereof, to self-regulate.
Ashok Chandwaney, a former Facebook software engineer, quit the company in
September 2020 by posting an essay detailing the reasons they were separating
from the company, including Facebook being used to spread messages of hate
and violence that either went unchecked internally or were approved by Facebook
CEO Mark Zuckerberg.21 Chadwaney stated numerous reasons for their
separation, including Zuckerberg's decision to allow President Trump's post
regarding the Black Lives Matter protest, which included the line “when the
looting starts, the shooting starts” to remain on the platform, and they went so far

[https://perma.cc/8ZDA-CZ39].

14. Jesselyn Cook, Facebook’s Political Ads Ban Has Been an Ominous Disaster, HUFFPOST

(Oct. 30, 2020), https://www.huffpost.com/entry/facebook-political-ads-ban-disaster_n_5f9c812bc5

b60eefc852926d [https://perma.cc/2T3R-CHYU].

15. Id.

16. Kate Klonick, The Facebook Oversight Board: Creating an Independent Institution to

Adjudicate Online Free Expression, 129 YALE L. J. 2418 (2020).

17. Id.

18. Ensuring Respect for Free Expression, Through Independent Judgment, OVERSIGHT BD.,

https://www.oversightboard.com/ [https://perma.cc/B82Y-6CZH].

19. Meet the Board, OVERSIGHT BD., https://www.oversightboard.com/meet-the-board/

[https://perma.cc/H2CD-CVH6].

20. OVERSIGHT BD., supra note 18.

21. Craig Timberg & Elizabeth Dwoskin, Another Facebook worker quits in disgust, saying

the company ‘is on the wrong side of history’, WASH. POST (Sept. 8, 2020), https://www.

wash in g ton pos t . com / t ech n ology/2 0 2 0 /0 9 /0 8 / facebook-employee-qu it-racism/

[https://perma.cc/CJ29-UHGF]. Chadwaney is nonbinary and uses they/them pronouns. 
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as to say Facebook is “choosing to be on the wrong side of history.”22 
Zuckerberg allowed President Trump’s “looting” post to stay on Facebook,

stating it did not break the company’s rules against inciting violence, much to the
dismay of several Facebook employees and executives.23 Facebook then held an
“emergency town hall” meeting with over five thousand of its employees who
demanded Zuckerberg change Facebook’s policy to not fact check or remove hate
speech by politicians; some employees working from home held a “virtual
walkout” to protest the decision.24 Another Facebook employee, who later
resigned, asked, “What’s the point of establishing a principle if we’re going to
move the goal posts [sic] every time Trump escalates his behavior?”25 

Uniformity in SMPs enforcing their terms of service on users is lacking,
particularly when it comes to public officials violating the platform’s rules.
During the summer of 2020, a user decided to test Twitter’s double standards for
elected officials and created an account solely to post messages that copied
President Trump’s tweets verbatim.26 Twitter suspended that user’s account in
less than three days for violating its rules against “glorifying violence” for the
“when the looting starts, the shooting starts” tweet copied from President
Trump.27 Twitter allowed President Trump’s very same tweet to remain on the
platform.28

Advertising on SMPs also shows a need for regulation. Advertisers love to
use Facebook because they can target users “based on almost any personal
characteristic.”29 However, as recently as 2017, news organizations found that
advertisers could target Facebook users with anti-Semitic phrases such as “Jew
hater,” “Ku-Klux-Klan,” and “How to burn Jews.”30 Facebook responded by
saying it would remove those categories and do more to prevent inappropriate
targeting.31 

Political advertising and campaigns are not the only areas in which self-

22. Id.

23. Elizabeth Dwoskin & Nitasha Tiku, Facebook employees said they were ‘caught in an

abusive relationship’ with Trump as internal debates raged, WASH. POST (June 5, 2020),

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/06/05/facebook-zuckerberg-trump/

[https://perma.cc/TJ2U-HPRW].

24. Id. See also Timberg & Dwoskin, supra note 21.

25. Timberg & Dowskin, supra note 21.

26. Carlie Porterfield, Twitter Suspends Account Copying Trump’s Tweets for ‘Glorifying

Violence,’ FORBES (June 3, 2020), https://www.forbes.com/sites/carlieporterfield/2020/06/03/

twitter-suspends-account-copying-trumps-tweets-for-glorifying-violence/?sh=565ad5e57e20

[https://perma.cc/T8EF-7RLA].

27. Id.

28. Id.

29. Kurt Wagner, Facebook’s reliance on software algorithms keeps getting the company into

trouble, VOX (Sept. 14, 2017, 9:44 PM), https://www.vox.com/2017/9/14/16310512/facebook-

mark-zuckerberg-algorithm-ad-targeting-jews [https://perma.cc/XLA9-54JA].

30. Id.

31. Id.
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regulation has failed SMPs. University of Miami School of Law Professor Lili
Levi lists examples of how “fake news” spread online through SMPs caused
broad problems, including a one hundred and thirty billion dollar fallout in stock
value after an incorrect AP tweet stated an explosion injured Barack Obama.32

Ethereum lost a reported four billion dollars in market value after a “hoax
statement” was released online stating the company’s chief executive died.33 This,
in turn, means that SMPs have a profound impact on our economy, regardless of
whether information shared on the platforms is true. 

SMPs greatly influence what news their users see on their platforms. Harvard
Law Professor Martha Minow put it best by saying, “a majority of people in the
United States now receive news selected for them by a computer-based
mathematical formula derived from their past interests, producing echo chambers
with few opportunities to learn, understand, or believe what others are hearing as
news.”34 The United States can no longer allow SMPs to singularly control the
spread of information because “[t]he rules [social media] platforms adopt—or fail
to adopt—thus directly shape the campaigns the public sees.”35

C. Foreign Interference in U.S. Elections

There is no disputing the evidence that Russia used SMPs to meddle in the
2016 presidential election. In an op-ed to the New York Times, former U.S.
Ambassador to the United Nations, Samantha Powers, stated, “Russia has keenly
exploited our growing reliance on new media—and the absence of real
umpires.”36 In the three months preceding the 2016 presidential election,
American social media users shared 156 related news stories debunked by fact-
checking websites more than thirty-eight million times.37 Some reports go as far
as to say American Twitter users were exposed to more “fake news” than
“accurate” information during 2016.38 Additionally, the nation’s campaign
finance laws are “woefully antiquated in the internet age.”39 Facebook admitted
that inauthentic accounts from Russia purchased one hundred thousand dollars of
political advertising during the 2016 election, a clear violation of federal election

32. Lili Levi, Real “Fake News” and Fake “Fake News,” 16 FIRST AMEND. L. REV. 232, 263

(2017).

33. Id. 

34. Martha Minow, The Changing Ecosystem of News and Challenges for Freedom of the

Press, 64 LOY. L. REV. 499, 500 (2018).

35. Yablon, supra note 12, at 14.

36. Samantha Power, Samantha Power: Why Foreign Propaganda Is More Dangerous

Now, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 19, 2017), https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/19/opinion/samantha-power-

propaganda-fake-news.html [https://perma.cc/B8XG-MRUJ].

37. Id.

38. Levi, supra note 32, at 249-50.

39. Anthony J. Gaughan, Putin’s Revenge: The Foreign Threat to American Campaign

Finance Law, 62 HOW. L.J. 855, 856 (2019).
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laws.40 
The 2016 election showed that not only are foreign donations affecting

elections but that foreign operatives can use SMPs to sway and “shape” public
opinion.41 Foreign actors, including Russia, continued their attacks during the
2018 midterm elections, and election security was a top priority of the FBI
leading up to the 2020 elections.42 A few weeks before the November 2020
election, FBI Director Christopher Wray stated that foreign adversaries use “false
personas and fabricated stories” on SMPs to “reach a wide swath of Americans
covertly from outside the United States.” 43 This will be an ongoing issue and
concern for future American elections.

D. The Spread of Misinformation During COVID-19

The current COVID-19 pandemic has only exacerbated the need for
regulation of SMPs. According to a study by the Pew Research Center, adults in
the United States who receive most of their news through SMPs lag behind others
in pandemic news.44 The 2020 study found that only 23 percent of adults who rely
mostly on SMPs for political news followed the pandemic very closely, compared
to fifty percent who relied on network or cable TV.45 The study also found that
Americans who relied mostly on SMPs for pandemic news were more likely by
far—81 percent—to have heard a conspiracy theory that the pandemic was
intentionally planned.46

The use of SMPs to “distinguis[h] the proliferation of bad information”
during the COVID-19 pandemic is unprecedented as users are not only “passively
consuming” inaccurate information but are “disseminating” and “creating” it.47

This makes public health experts’ job to combat misinformation more difficult.48

The pandemic is being battled on two fronts: the virus itself and the battle of

40. Wagner, supra note 29.

41. Gaughan, supra note 39.

42. Press Release, Fed. Bureau of Investigation, Joint Statement on Election Day Preparations

(Nov. 5, 2018), https://www.fbi.gov/news/pressrel/press-releases/joint-statement-on-election-day-

preparations [https://perma.cc/5DFQ-U9RF]; Christopher A. Wray, Director, Fed. Bureau of

Investigation, Testimony at Threats to the Homeland: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Homeland

Sec. and Gov. Affairs, 116th Cong. (Sept. 24, 2020) [hereinafter Threats to the Homeland].

43. Threats to the Homeland, supra note 42.

44. Amy Mitchell et al., Americans Who Mainly Get Their News on Social Media Are Less

Engaged, Less Knowledgeable, PEW RSCH. CTR. (July 30, 2020), https://www.journalism.org/

2020/07/30/americans-who-mainly-get-their-news-on-social-media-are-less-engaged-less-

knowledgeable/ [https://perma.cc/XN2A-STST].

45. Id.

46. Id.

47. Christina Pazzanese, Battling the ‘pandemic of misinformation’, THE HARV. GAZETTE

(May 8, 2020), https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2020/05/social-media-used-to-spread-create-

covid-19-falsehoods/ [https://perma.cc/XAC6-LBQY].

48. Id.
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misinformation.49 Some SMPs took steps to combat misinformation posted to
their sites, but with numerous users simultaneously searching for the same topic,
it can create a “signal jam [in] search algorithms, which cannot tell the difference
usually between truth and lies.”50 SMPs have “largely fallen short” in combating
misinformation spread on their platforms.51

For example, in January 2020, before the world went into lockdown, a
Harvard public health researcher with approximately sixty thousand followers
posted a preprint, which is “scientific literature that has not been peer-reviewed,”
to his Twitter account.52 The preprint suggested the virus that causes COVID-19
showed similarities to HIV.53 A day later, the authors of the preprint withdrew it
after numerous health officials pointed out the study’s flaws, but the preprint
“remains the most downloaded preprint ever, with almost [one] million
downloads.”54 Other popular myths surrounding COVID-19 include the ability
for someone to obtain a mask exemption card and that the virus was deliberately
created and released.55

Foreign and domestic extremist groups take advantage of the COVID-19
pandemic to increase recruiting, encourage attacks, and promote hate-filled
conspiracy theories.56 These groups are using SMPs and other online platforms
to spread falsehoods, such as the pandemic “being orchestrated by Jews or
China.”57 There are messages encouraging people to intentionally spread the virus
or to spread it specifically to Jews and African American children.58 Steven
Stalinksy, executive director of the Middle East Media Research Institute, said
the Institute “found online chatter in which participants state that they are infected
and seek to become biological weapons” along with suggestions that infected
individuals visit synagogues and cough in the faces of rabbis.59 The Institute also
found that Islamic extremists use SMPs to accuse the United States of

49. Jackson Ryan, How COVID-19 infected the world with lies, CNET (Oct. 21, 2020),

https://www.cnet.com/features/how-covid-19-infected-the-world-with-lies [https://perma.cc/GDH5-

YXW2].

50. Pazzanese, supra note 47.

51. Ryan, supra note 49.

52. Id.

53. Id.

54. Id.

55. Coronavirus Disease 2019: Myth vs. Fact, JOHNS HOPKINS MED., https://www.

hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/coronavirus/2019-novel-coronavirus-myth-

versus-fact [https://perma.cc/D332-UMDN].

56. Souad Mekhennet, Far-right and radical Islamist groups are exploiting coronavirus

turmoil, WASH. POST (Apr. 10, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/far-right-

wing-and-radical-islamist-groups-are-exploiting-coronavirus-turmoil/2020/04/10/0ae0494e-79c7-

11ea-9bee-c5bf9d2e3288_story.html [https://perma.cc/5J7J-D2WE].

57. Id.

58. Id.

59. Id.
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intentionally using the virus as a bioweapon.60 Ahead of the major spring 2020
religious holidays of Passover, Easter, and Ramadan, the Department of
Homeland Security encouraged religious leaders to stay vigilant and review their
security protocols but stressed they were unaware of imminent or credible
threats.61

E. Homeland Security

SMPs have a significant impact on homeland security issues both in the
United States and abroad as terrorists and extremists use these platforms to
livestream attacks, promote messages of hate, and recruit new members.62 This
leads to an increased risk of terrorist attacks globally.63 This is not a new
phenomenon; in 2006, a cyberterrorism expert argued that “ninety percent of the
terrorist activity on the internet takes place using social networking tools.”64

Small, homegrown terrorist organizations use social media to connect with large
international terrorist organizations.65 In 2020, FBI Director Christopher Wray
testified before the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Committee, stating, “[w]ith the broad distribution of social media, terrorists can
spot, assess, recruit, and radicalize vulnerable persons of all ages in the U.S.
either to travel to foreign lands or to conduct an attack on the Homeland.”66 

The Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) mastered the art of using social
media to recruit and organize its members. By 2014, ISIS used Twitter to post
and share videos of extreme violence, including beheadings of United States
citizens.67 A Brookings Institution report from 2015 found a minimum of forty-
six thousand Twitter accounts operating on behalf of ISIS.68 Twitter reportedly
shut down two thousand ISIS accounts in a single one-week span.69 That same
year, it was estimated that ISIS produced upwards of ninety thousand tweets and
other social media posts every day, which equates to almost thirty-three million

60. Id.

61. Id.

62. Md Sazzad Hossain, Social Media and Terrorism: Threats and Challenges to the Modern

Era, 22 S. ASIAN SURV. 136 (2018).

63. Id. at 139.

64. Id. at 141. 

65. Id. at 149.

66. Threats to the Homeland, supra note 42.

67. Sophie Carson, Parents of James Foley, other Americans killed by ISIS, call for accused

terrorists to face trial in U.S., MILWAUKEE J. SENTINEL (July 25, 2020), https://www.jsonline.com/

story/news/2020/07/25/james-foley-parents-call-isis-members-face-trial-u-s/5508221002/

[https://perma.cc/8WTA-G4DH].

68. Rick Gladstone & Vindu Goel, ISIS is Adept on Twitter, Study Finds, N.Y. TIMES (Mar.

5, 2015), https://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/06/world/middleeast/isis-is-skilled-on-twitter-using-

thousands-of-accounts-study-says.html [https://perma.cc/YL7R-QLEK].

69. Id.
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posts a year.70 In 2016, ISIS directly threatened Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg
and Twitter CEO Jack Dorsey via an online video in response to those platforms’
attempts to shut down terrorist-linked accounts and content.71

Terrorists and extremists use SMPs to livestream attacks and receive news
during them. In the 2016 Pulse Nightclub massacre, which at the time was the
deadliest mass shooting in the history of the United States killing forty-nine
people, the gunman searched for terms related to the shooting and posted on his
various social media accounts as he carried out the attack.72 The 2019 massacre
at two mosques in New Zealand was livestreamed by the attacker on Facebook,
and the video was viewed nearly four thousand times before Facebook removed
it.73 Facebook confirmed no user who watched the video during the live broadcast
reported it, and Facebook did not remove it until nearly thirty minutes after the
attack.74 That same year, a gunman in Germany livestreamed his attack on a
synagogue using the SMP Twitch.75 Also, in 2019, an attack at the West Freeway
Church of Christ in Texas was livestreamed via the church’s own YouTube
channel, which was being used to broadcast that day’s sermon.76 In 2020, a
gunman livestreamed his attack at an Arizona mall on Snapchat.77 

One common thread between several of these homegrown acts of terror and
ISIS is that not only do the perpetrators claim allegiance to ISIS, but ISIS uses
those public announcements of allegiance to claim credit for the attacks, even

70. Eric Schmitt, U.S. Intensifies Effort to Blunt ISIS’ Message, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 16, 2015),

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/17/world/middleeast/us-intensifies-effort-to-blunt-isis-

message.html?_r=0 [https://perma.cc/6N6E-SC5E].

71. Jessica Guynn, Islamic State Video Makes Direct Threats Against Mark Zuckerberg, Jack

Dorsey, USA TODAY (Feb. 24, 2016, 9:06 AM), https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/

2016/02/24/facebook-mark-zuckerberg-twitter-jack-dorsey-isil-video-threats/80861126/

[https://perma.cc/MLK2-P775].

72. Alan Blinder et al., Omar Mateen Posted to Facebook Amid Orlando Attack, Lawmaker

Says, N.Y. TIMES (June 16, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/17/us/orlando-shooting.html

[https://perma.cc/T3SN-BQX8].

73. Meagan Flynn, No One who Watched New Zealand Shooter’s Video Live Reported it to

Facebook, Company Says, WASH. POST (Mar. 19, 2019), https://www.washingtonpost.com/

nation/2019/03/19/new-zealand-mosque-shooters-facebook-live-stream-was-viewed-thousands-

times-before-being-removed/ [https://perma.cc/3H2N-XZEU].

74. Id.

75. Adi Robertson, An Anti-Semitic Shooting in Germany was Live-streamed on Twitch, THE

VERGE (Oct. 9, 2019), https://www.theverge.com/2019/10/9/20906637/halle-germany-synagogue-

shooting-attack-live-stream-twitch-amazon-video-unavailable [https://perma.cc/5UR9-DHPF].

76. Bill Hutchinson & Josh Margolin, Armed Parishioner Says He’s ‘No Hero,’ as New

Details Emerge about the Texas Church Shooter, ABC NEWS (Dec. 31, 2019, 5:11 PM),

https://abcnews.go.com/US/parishioner-gunned-texas-church-shooter-hero/story?id=67982047

[https://perma.cc/3286-5UE6].

77. Eliott C. Mclaughlin et al., Prosecutors: Arizona Shooting Suspect says he Targeted

Couples, MERCURY NEWS (May 21, 2020, 6:22 PM), https://www.mercurynews.com/2020/05/

21/prosecutors-arizona-shooting-suspect-says-he-targeted-couples/ [https://perma.cc/GRZ9-XD5P].
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though in many cases, there is no direct evidence linking ISIS leaders and the
gunmen.78 During the Pulse Nightclub massacre in Orlando, the gunman called
911 to pledge his allegiance to ISIS.79 One of the perpetrators of the San
Bernardino massacre that left fourteen dead declared her allegiance to ISIS on
Facebook as she and her husband initiated the attack.80 In 2015, a gunman
“directed his Twitter followers to an ISIS supporter who tweeted on his behalf”
as he and another man began shooting participants at a Prophet Muhammad
cartoon contest.81 ISIS took credit for each of these attacks after the fact.82

i. DHS 2020 Homeland Threat Assessment

The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) issued a Homeland Threat
Assessment in 2020, stating violent extremists would use SMPs to influence and
encourage violence within the United States.83 The report showed that 2019 was
the deadliest year for violent domestic terrorism in the United States since the
Oklahoma City bombing in 1995, and to the surprise of many, it stated,
“ideologically motivated lone offenders and small groups pose the most likely
terrorist threat to the Homeland.”84 This means that the most serious threat facing
the United States comes from within and not from foreign terrorists who cross our
borders. The report further states that racially and ethnically motivated people and
groups, specifically white supremacist extremists, are the “most persistent and
lethal threat” to the United States.85 Ken Cuccinelli, the second-highest in
command at DHS, recently stated white supremacy attacks “show the highest
level of lethality, meaning if you compare the number of violent incidents to the
number of deaths, the number of deaths relative to the incidents is very high
compared to other types of threats.”86

ii. The Rise of White Supremacy and Anti-Semitism

As evidenced by the DHS Homeland Threat Assessment, white supremacy
and anti-Semitic ideas are on the rise in the United States. The New York Times
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used the term “white supremacy” less than seventy-five times in its coverage of
2010 but over seven hundred times in 2020 coverage.87 Nearly 56 percent of
murders committed by extremists in the United States in the past ten years were
carried out by “people espousing white supremacist ideology.”88 Anti-Semitic
incidents in the United States increased 57 percent alone in 2017, according to the
Anti-Defamation League, the largest increase in a single year since it began
tracking those crimes in 1979.89 White supremacists committed more homicides
between 2000 to 2006 than any other domestic terror group, and from 2008 to
2016, right-wing and white supremacist “attacks and violent events
outnumber(ed) such actions by Islamic extremists almost two-to-one.”90 

Mass casualties and death from violent attacks follow the rise of white
supremacy. In 2015, a white supremacist killed nine people at a predominantly
African American church in Charleston, South Carolina, as he “declared his
hatred for black people before opening fire” on the congregants.91 In 2017, a
“Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, became deadly when a man
drove his car into a crowd of counter-protestors, killing one person and injuring
several others.92 The following year, eleven people were killed when a gunman
opened fire on the Tree of Life Congregation in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.93 Then
in 2019, a gunman posted a “screed” online blaming the “Hispanic invasion of
Texas” for his attack at an El Paso, Texas, Wal-Mart, where he killed twenty-two
people.94 

The rise in attacks by domestic extremists correlates with the increase of hate-
based groups operating in the United States. A Southern Poverty Law Center
report showed 940 active hate groups in the United States in 2019 and a 55
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percent increase in white nationalist hate groups since 2017.95 The report
concluded that white supremacists are “increasingly congregating online” without
officially joining a hate group but still “networking, raising funds, recruiting and
spreading propaganda.”96

II. THE USE OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS TO ORGANIZE

AND RADICALIZE OTHERS

As outlined above, both foreign and domestic extremists use SMPs to plan
attacks, recruit new members, spread hateful rhetoric, and incite violence. SMPs
provide an “unparalleled opportunity to reach a broader audience.”97 In October
2020, Facebook assisted law enforcement with capturing a group of individuals
who used the platform to organize a plan to kidnap Michigan Governor Gretchen
Whitmer.98 In response, Michigan Senator Gary Peters said, “Online platforms are
unfortunately used both as a way to recruit and radicalize potential extremists and
as a tool to plan subsequent violence. . . . [T]here appears to be evidence the
alleged perpetrators utilized various social media and messaging platforms to
coordinate their efforts and recruit likeminded [sic] individuals.”99 He continued
by saying SMPs “have a responsibility to combat hate and violence when it
flourishes on their platforms.”100 In another example, extremists from “all sides”
inundated SMPs with “disinformation, conspiracy theories, and incitements to
violence” during the protests surrounding the killing of George Floyd.101

One technique domestic extremists use to spread their messages on SMPs is
through the use of memes, which are essentially funny pictures or jokes
embedded in pictures.102 For example, the Boogaloo movement is a right-wing
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extremist group that refers to a future civil war.103 The Boogaloo memes advocate
for “extreme violence against law enforcement and government officials.”104 One
prominent Boogaloo meme depicts a young male cartoon character reading a
book titled How to Restore your Liberties, with Step 1 being “Light Molotov” and
Step 2 being "Throw [lit Molotov] at nearest government building.”105 The
problem with these memes is that people may confuse cartoon jokes with what
Boogaloo is actually doing—inciting violence against law enforcement and the
military.106 A Network Contagion Research Institute (NCRI) report stated:

This ambiguity is a key feature of the problem: Like a virus hiding from
the immune system, the use of comical-meme language permits the
network to organize violence secretly behind a mirage of inside jokes and
plausible deniability. Evolving threats from this vantage can emerge all
at once, undetected, and with no top-down organization at all. Traditional
qualitative analysis methods, by themselves, fall short in the capacity to
detect such self-organized genocidal violence over massive scales of data
through inside jokes and unknown dog whistles.107

The use of Boogaloo memes to incite violence became clear during a standoff
between an extremist and police in New York in 2019, dubbed the “Whiskey
Warrior” event.108 The extremist took photos of the standoff, saying the officers
were trying to take his munitions, and posted them as memes on websites that
were immediately shared to SMPs and went viral.109 Followers began to interfere
with law enforcement’s handling of the standoff “through targeted phone calls
and online campaigns and incited armed resistance from social media.”110 While
the standoff ended peacefully, the extremist had garnered over one hundred
thousand new followers on Instagram during the event.111 The same NCRI report
listed eleven of the “Top Boogaloo Facebook Groups,” with each group having
anywhere from fifteen hundred to almost fourteen thousand followers.112 

Increased exposure to Boogaloo memes risks many users being indoctrinated
because the memes and material shared are usually accompanied by “links to
more radical communities.”113 This is similar to the seemingly overnight existence
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of ISIS. National security experts and agencies were “entirely caught off guard
at the rapid mobilization of ISIS” as foreign fighters from across the world
traveled to join the caliphate.114 ISIS used SMPs to “crowd-source terror and
propaganda outside the guidelines of every national security or military analyst’s
playbook,” and it appears the Boogaloo meme and followers are doing precisely
the same.115 For example, several pages on SMPs under the Boogaloo name
include posts related to custom gun loadouts, lists of ingredients for explosives,
and blueprints for 3-D printable guns.116 There are even YouTube videos of My
Little Ponies accessorized with swastikas and other SS regalia in apparent
attempts to indoctrinate youth.117

A report by Hatewatch, a Southern Poverty Law Center blog dedicated to
monitoring and exposing activities of the radical right, stated, “Facebook
continues to provide a safe haven for hate groups and extremists” despite the
company’s attempts to stop such groups from using its platform.118 League of the
South, listed as a hate group by the Southern Poverty Law Center since 2000,
used Facebook as its “core operations platform” to recruit members and organize
events.119 Members affiliated with League of the South still operate pages on
Facebook and provide direct links to the group’s website and information to
officially join the organization.120 The president of League of the South was listed
as a featured speaker at the “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville, Virginia, in
2017, where violence erupted, forcing the governor to declare a state of
emergency.121 The rally itself was “largely organized on Facebook.”122 Even
though Facebook removed the rally from its platform the day before it occurred,
the information had been displayed for a month.123

A. The Insurrection

This leads to January 6, 2021, when extremists stormed the U.S. Capitol
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Building to stop Congress’s formal certification of the 2020 electoral college
results, a historically ceremonial proceeding.124 The extremists made no secret of
their plans, making public posts on Facebook, Instagram, and other SMPs
encouraging others to come to Washington, D.C. on January 6th to commence
“Operation Occupy the Capitol.”125 President Trump himself promoted the event
in December, tweeting “Big protest in D.C. on January 6th. Be there, will be
wild!”126 The day before the attack, a Facebook group told its followers to prepare
to "use force," accompanied by several user posts regarding the weapons they
planned to bring, including assault rifles.127 Donning flags, armor, and clothes
emblazoned with alt-right and white supremacy symbols, extremists shattered
windows and broke through doors to forcefully enter what is normally one of the
most secure buildings in the world.128 Five people died, including Capitol Police
Officer Brian D. Sicknick, who was “only the fourth member of the force to be
killed in the line of duty since its founding two centuries ago.”129 As of August
2021, four additional capitol police officers who responded to the attack died by
suicide.130

The attack brought to light new platforms and mechanisms extremists use to
organize. In the weeks following the November 2020 presidential election,
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Facebook became “more aggressive” in shutting down pages that advocated
“Stop the Steal,” a wholly debunked conspiracy theory alleging the election was
stolen from President Trump.131 This pushed far-right supporters to “move to
new, less-restrictive social media sites” such as Parler.132 Launched in 2018,
Parler billed itself as a “‘free speech’ alternative to Twitter and Facebook” after
those SMPs increased steps to block, suspend, and ban users that “spread
misinformation and incited violence.”133 In July 2020, Parler had a reported 2.8
million users.134 That figure more than doubled following the outcome of the
November election, with Parler gaining more than 3.5 million users in a single
week, surpassing 8 million users.135 By January 2021, the company said it had 15
million users.136 It was Parler and similar far-right SMPs where Operation Occupy
the Capitol gathered momentum.137 During the siege on the Capitol Building,
users posted to Parler encouraging attackers to find Vice President Mike Pence.138

This led to extremists chanting “Where is Pence?” inside the Capitol Building.139

Soon after the attack, Parler faced backlash for the part it played in the assault on
the Capitol.140 Amazon ceased hosting the platform, and Google and Apple
prohibited downloads of the Parler app to smartphones, effectively killing the
platform for the time being.141 

In the aftermath of the Capitol assault, Twitter, Facebook, and other popular
SMPs suspended, blocked, or permanently banned President Trump from their
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platforms for inciting the riots that led to the siege and for his comments and
posts during and after the insurrection.142 Additionally, Twitter removed more
than seventy thousand accounts that promoted the QAnon conspiracy theory.143

Several of Twitter’s executives were assigned personal security for fear of
retribution.144

The January 6th attack “galvanized” white nationalists and other extremists,
and experts suggest the “attack is likely to join an extremist lexicon” and “fue[l]
recruitment and violence for years to come.”145 Online hate groups, including the
Boogaloo Bois, celebrated their perceived victory at the Capitol and continue to
plan future attacks.146 The National Counterterrorism Center and the Justice and
Homeland Security Departments issued a bulletin warning law enforcement
agencies across the country of increased attacks, stating that extremists “very
likely pose the greatest domestic terrorism threats in 2021.”147

III. FIRST AMENDMENT ISSUES

Any discussion of SMP regulation inevitably involves a review of First
Amendment rights.148 The United States must find the “proper balance” of
regulation to protect homeland security and civil liberties.149 Jack Balkin, Knight
Professor of Constitutional Law and the First Amendment at Yale Law School,
argues the freedom of speech Americans grew up knowing is wholly inadequate
today.150 In his Free Speech is a Triangle article, Balkin equates free speech as
formerly having two sides, with the government on one side and speakers on the
other.151 The invention of the internet and the digital innovations that came with
it created a third side, making free speech a “triangle”:

On one corner are nation-states . . . On the second corner are privately
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owned internet-infrastructure companies, including social media
companies, search engines, broadband providers, and electronic payment
systems. On the third corner are many different kinds of speakers, legacy
media, civil-society organizations, hackers, and trolls.152

The American mind-set of what free speech is needs to be adjusted to account for
technological advancements and the widespread use of SMPs. 

Free speech is not an absolute right.153 Certain types of speech are not
protected by the First Amendment, including obscenity, incitement, defamation,
slander, and violations of copyright law.154 The Supreme Court has repeatedly
upheld that hate speech is protected under the First Amendment, but hate speech
that incites others is not protected speech.155 Incitement is the type of speech most
in need of regulation on SMPs. Incitement is “the act or an instance of provoking,
urging on, or stirring up. The act of persuading another person to commit a
crime.”156 Speech is considered incitement when it is “directed to . . . or
producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such
action.”157 Speech that is “integral to crime, [or] other crime-enabling speech such
as that used to solicit, conspire, conduct, plot, or to direct a terrorist attack” is not
protected under the First Amendment, regardless of how it is communicated.158

This is because speech then becomes the actual threat, having been
“weaponized.”159 

Accordingly, social media content that persuades people to break the law is
not protected speech. For example, during the George Floyd protests over the
summer of 2020, a militia group, the Kenosha Guard, and the Boogaloo Bois used
Facebook to “organize their ‘defense’ of Kenosha,” a Wisconsin city where
protests were occurring.160 Facebook received over four hundred warnings from
the platform’s users, but the event page and related posts were not removed.161

Later that evening, a seventeen-year-old gunman shot two protestors to death and
injured a third.162 Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg issued a public apology for
the “operational mistake” of not acting and removing the posts from the platform
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before the shooting.163 Facebook said it removed the shooter’s accounts and “took
action against organizations and content related to Kenosha.”164 Facebook went
on to say it found no evidence that the shooter followed the Kenosha Guard Page,
but photos from that night show the shooter with a leader of the Boogaloo Bois
group.165 These types of SMP pages and events that incite violence are types of
speech not protected by the First Amendment. As the regulations this Note is
proposing will focus mainly on social media posts that are likely to produce or
induce incitement, social media users’ First Amendment rights will remain intact.

III. SECTION 230 – THE SWORD AND SHIELD

With everything stated thus far, the next logical question to ask is why SMPs
are not currently regulated by the federal government. The answer is found in
Section 230 of the 1996 Communications Decency Act, which states, "no
provider or user of an interactive computer service shall be treated as the
publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content
provider."166 Section 230 provides broad immunity from liability over user-posted
content for internet companies like Facebook and other SMPs, even though this
law was enacted long before SMPs existed.167 Section 230 means internet
companies are not considered publishers, and they are not liable for the content
that users post on their platforms.168 Compare this to newspapers, which can be
held liable for all content it publishes, including advertisements.169 This law is
used successfully as a defense by social media companies in lawsuits.170 

Section 230 is given credit for the large expansion of the technology era and
was enacted to give small internet start-up companies room to grow free from
liability by its users. The law helped “build companies worth hundreds of billions
of dollars with a lucrative business model of placing ads next to largely free
content from visitors.”171 However, Section 230 also protects internet companies
that host vile content, including revenge porn sites.172 
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The broad liability protection for SMPs needs to be amended but carefully.
Section 230 should stay intact generally as SMPs, and other internet sites should
not be held liable for everything their users post. However, SMPs should be held
liable for how they react and respond to content after a user uploads it. SMPs
cannot claim to be willfully ignorant of the content on their platforms when that
content can harm homeland security. Senator Ron Wyden said Section 230 was
"a sword and a shield" for internet companies but added if "you don't use the
sword, there are going to be people coming for your shield.”173

Recent developments, namely due to the 2020 presidential election, increased
calls from both major political parties for a revision or repeal of Section 230,
though for very different reasons, highly politicizing the issue.174 Democrats want
to make SMPs accountable for election interference and extremism, whereas
Republicans want revisions to Section 230 for SMPs’ censorship of conservative
content.175 President Trump increased attacks on Section 230 in 2020 after SMPs
began flagging, labeling, and removing election-related posts they considered
misleading, or that could incite violence.176 Supreme Court Justice Clarence
Thomas said lower courts interpreted Section 230 too broadly, and a potential
legal battle between the government and SMPs is likely to be heard before the
Supreme Court.177

V. REGULATION OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS BY

FOREIGN DEMOCRATIC STATES

Some democratic countries recently enacted or are currently looking to pass
legislation to regulate SMPs. Below is a comparative analysis of two such
countries and the European Union.

A. Germany

Germany was the first democratic country to enact legislation regulating
SMPs that provides for punitive damages for SMPs that fail to follow the
statute.178 Germany noted a “lack of self-regulatory efforts” by SMPs and saw an
increase in hate speech and disinformation on SMPs after the German
government stated it would accept over one million Syrian asylum seekers into
the country.179 Additionally, Germany closely followed verified reports of foreign
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influence in the United States 2016 presidential election and wanted to protect the
integrity of its own upcoming elections.180 Germany also wanted to combat the
ever-growing disinformation circulating among its citizens online.181

Germany began with a comprehensive report published by Parliament to
investigate the “dissemination of disinformation (“fake news”).”182 This report led
to the Network Enforcement Act (NetzDG), which went into effect on October
1, 2017.183 This legislation specifically targets social media companies and
operators and holds them criminally liable for the content on their platforms, in
addition to hefty fines and penalties for failure to comply with the law.184 

One key aspect of NetzDG is that it requires SMPs to target and remove hate
speech, which is not protected speech in Germany.185 After World War II,
Germany adopted a law stating human dignity is the most important value, and
“therefore free speech is subordinate to protecting human dignity.”186 Germany’s
constitution does protect freedom of expression but sets limits on that expression,
including "incitement to crime or violence.”187 As previously discussed in section
III, hate speech is protected in the United States, but similar to Germany, speech
that incites others is not protected. 

In Germany, once a user flags a post, the SMP has seven days to investigate
it for any violation of NetzDG and remove the post if it is determined to violate
the law.188 NetzDG separately gives a twenty-four-hour period to remove content
that is “manifestly unlawful,” though the law is fairly silent on what that
means.189 SMPs must also submit a public report every six months detailing the
content they deleted under NetzDG standards.190

Facebook was the first SMP sanctioned under NetzDG.191 In July 2019, the
German Federal Office of Justice announced a €2 million fine for failure to
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“sufficiently fulfill its reporting duty.”192 During one six-month period, Google
reported two hundred and fifteen thousand complaints about posts made on
YouTube, and Twitter reported two hundred and sixty-five thousand
complaints.193 In that same time period, Facebook reported only one thousand
seven hundred four complaints.194 

Even before its passage, NetzDG faced harsh criticism from tech companies
and civil rights groups. The top complaint against NetzDG is its hindrance of
freedom of speech and that the legislation does not require any sort of appeal or
challenge process by users who are flagged or reported for alleged illegal
content.195 The language of the law, in addition to the fines and criminal liabilities
assessed, encourage SMPs to remove content that is questionable for fear of
risking consequences.196 Three years after the passage of NetzDG, Germany
amended the law commanding SMPs to not only remove violent hate speech from
their platforms but also report it to the police.197

As the first democratic country to attempt legislation and regulation such as
NetzDG, Germany’s law is bound to have flaws, but NetzDG is a good starting
point for the United States to begin its regulation efforts. A 2018 poll showed 67
percent of Germans strongly approve of NetzDG and 20 percent somewhat
approve, giving it an 87 percent approval.198 Germany knows it is setting a
precedent for other countries. Konstantin von Notz, a member of the German
Parliament, said, "What we're debating here in Berlin has great relevance for all
democracies, whether they’re in Europe or elsewhere in the world.”199 Indeed,
France followed suit and in 2020 passed the Fighting Hate on the Internet law,
mirrored after Germany’s NetzDG law, but the French Constitutional Court
struck it down for attacking freedom of expression.200

B. Australia

Australia recently enacted legislation targeting SMPs in light of terrorist
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attacks, namely the Christchurch mosque attack in New Zealand that was
streamed live on Facebook.201 Similar to Germany, Australia’s legislation was
passed to combat the rise of fake news, hate speech, online harassment, and
election interference.202 Australia not only passed laws specifically targeting
SMPs but, in the past three years, also amended existing legislation to strengthen
other areas of their cybersecurity laws and create harsher penalties.203

Australia’s Sharing of Abhorrent Violent Material Act of 2019 requires SMPs
to be “expeditious” in removing “abhorrent violent material” from their
platforms. Under the Act, individuals can face up to three years in prison or a fine
of about 1.47 million USD.204 For companies hosting the content, punishment
includes a fine of ten percent of the company’s annual profit or 7.32 million USD,
depending on which one is greater.205 To be prosecuted under the Act, a provider
must (1) have been aware that their service can be used to access particular
material; (2) have had reasonable grounds to believe that the material was
abhorrent violent material; and (3) have had reasonable grounds to believe that
the relevant conduct was occurring (or had occurred) in Australia.206 

The Act does not criminalize the ignorance of SMPs that are not aware of
material on its platforms, but SMPs are considered to have knowledge of a
violation if the content is reported by a user.207 SMPs must notify the Australian
Federal Police if it finds content that violates the Act and turn over all evidence
to them. The Act covers any content that is capable of being accessed in
Australia, regardless of where the social media company is headquartered or
located.208 Failure by SMPs to notify the Australian Federal Police of suspected
violations of the Act is a fine of up to 840,000 USD.209

C. European Union

The European Union (E.U.), of which Germany is a member, is researching
potential legislation to regulate SMPs that operate in Member States.210 The E.U.
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made repeated calls for member countries to heighten security protocols and
transparency of their elections, including political advertising on SMPs.211

Interestingly, in 2018, the European Commission drafted the E.U. Code of
Practice on Disinformation which was signed by several tech companies,
including Twitter, Facebook, and Google.212 The Practice on Disinformation is
an attempt to strengthen SMPs’ self-regulatory steps towards political advertising
on their platforms.213 

In December 2020, the E.U. released drafts of two pieces of legislation
targeting tech giants.214 The Digital Services Act would require SMPs to remove
illegal and harmful content, and the Digital Markets Act aims to prevent unfair
competition.215 The legislation appears to target several United States-based
companies, including Facebook, Google, Apple, and Amazon.216 In response, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce said it was concerned the legislation would target
successful American companies with “onerous new regulatory requirements
backed by steep financial penalties.”217 It could take years for the legislation to
pass, and both are likely to be amended, but the current drafts propose a fine of
6 percent of the SMP’s global revenue for failure to comply.218

The E.U. also takes a different approach to hate speech and data privacy
compared to the United States. In 2008, the E.U. passed The Framework Decision
on Combating Racism and Xenophobia, which requires Member States to
criminalize hate speech, but not in a uniform manner across participating
countries.219 Then in 2014, the E.U. adopted the E.U. Human Rights Guidelines
on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline to protect speech, the free-flowing
of ideas, and to treat human rights uniformly, both on and offline including the
right to privacy and protection of personal data.220

It is no wonder why the E.U. felt the need to introduce the Digital Services
Act. Reports show that SMPs fail to meet the E.U.’s current standards for
removing hate speech. For example, in 2017, the E.U. published a report showing
that Twitter only removed 40 percent of what the E.U. considered hate speech,
though it was a big improvement from the 19 percent it had removed the prior
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year.221

VI. A PATH FORWARD FOR THE UNITED STATES

SMPs have proven they can be regulated under Germany’s NetzDG,
Australia’s Sharing of Abhorrent Violent Material Act, and current E.U.
standards. Congress must act to devise a regulatory system for SMPs that makes
sense. Yes, Mark Zuckerberg should have a seat at this table. Congress does not
understand how SMPs operate. Therefore, SMPs need to work with the federal
government to create a regulatory system that works. Congress should look to the
regulatory efforts by Germany and Australia as a foundational step in drafting
legislation. 

The United States should assess how SMPs currently self-regulate and make
it consistent across the various platforms. To be clear, SMPs have proven they
can follow many of the regulatory steps this Note suggests. For example,
Facebook already flags, reviews, and deletes suspicious content before a user has
reported it. From 2018 to 2019, Facebook reported deleting over 95 percent of
posts that violated its adult nudity and sexual activity before any user reported
it.222 The same is true for posts that Facebook flagged for possible terrorism, fake
accounts, suicide and self-injury promotion violations, and violent and graphic
content, along with many other categories.223 This leads to a logical conclusion
that Facebook and other SMPs already have the tools at their disposal to properly
enforce government regulation.

A. Federal Communications Commission

The United States has an existing federal agency capable of regulating SMPs:
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The mission of the FCC,
outlined in the Communications Act of 1934, is to “make available, so far as
possible, to all the people of the United States, without discrimination on the
basis of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex, rapid, efficient, Nation-wide,
and world-wide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities at
reasonable charges.”224 The Act further states the FCC was created “for the
purpose of the national defense.”225 
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i. Background of FCC

The FCC is an independent federal government agency responsible for
regulating radio, television, wire, satellite, and cable communications.226 The FCC
is led by five commissioners appointed by the President of the United States,
subject to U.S. Senate confirmation.227 It is required to be a bipartisan
commission, and no more than three commissioners can be of the same political
party.228 

The FCC oversees several matters that make it uniquely qualified to regulate
SMPs. The FCC regulates public political advertising, requiring that political
candidates must appear in their ads with a voiceover stating they “approve this
message.”229 Additionally, the FCC regulates advertising space by ensuring
broadcast companies give equal opportunity to all candidates to buy advertising
and prohibits those companies from charging candidates exorbitant prices in the
forty-five days leading up to an election.230 The FCC has a Public Safety and
Homeland Security Bureau for overseeing public safety communications, such
as the 911 emergency line and disaster management.231 The agency regulates and
administers licenses for wireless communication services, including broadband
internet capabilities.232

FCC commissioner appointments can be highly politicized, which could lead
to conflict-of-interest issues if the commissioners had to rule on whether a post
by a political figure violates regulations, or the body could penalize an SMP for
properly removing a political figure’s post that would violate regulations. The
FCC is statutorily an independent regulatory agency, and other independent
regulatory agencies are similarly comprised. 

For example, the Federal Election Commission (FEC) is headed by six
commissioners, appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate, and no
more than three commissioners can share the same political party affiliation at a
time.233 The FEC commissioners vote on several federal campaign finance issues,
including enforcement actions against federal candidates, potentially including
the same incumbents that nominated or confirmed the commissioners’
nominations to the commission.234 Additionally, the FCC could encounter the
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same issues the FEC recently endured—not having enough commissioners to
hold a quorum.235 Heading into the 2020 Presidential Election, the FEC did not
have enough commissioners to legally meet to discuss the myriad of issues
swarming the election, including COVID-19 concerns.236 The President, or the
Senate, could hold the FCC hostage as they did with the FEC by refusing to
appoint or confirm commission nominations. 

B. Classifying Social Media Platforms as a Public Utility

SMPs should be classified as a public utility. A public utility is “a company
that provides necessary services to the public, such as telephone lines and service,
electricity, and water. Most public utilities operate as monopolies but are subject
to governmental regulation.”237 Classifying SMPs as public utilities might require
an adjusted understanding of what a public utility is by treating the “provides
necessary services to the public” piece as a term of art.238 In this digital age, SMPs
provide necessary services to the public. Roughly 72 percent of all Americans use
SMPs.239 It is not just young Americans using SMPs. Older generations are using
SMPs and digital tools, proving these platforms are being used across the
spectrum.240 Once anything reaches this level of importance in society, it is fair
to expect it will be regulated.

Even the United States Supreme Court has weighed in on the importance of
social media to everyday life.241 In Packingham v. North Carolina, the Supreme
Court used the First Amendment to strike down a North Carolina statute banning
all registered sex offenders from using SMPs.242 The Court held the internet, and
“social media in particular,” is one of the most important places for the “exchange
of views.”243 The Court cited several examples of SMPs’ importance, from using
a platform such as LinkedIn to search and post for jobs to using Twitter to engage
with elected officials and other public services.244

SMPs are not just used to connect with friends and family but are
increasingly used to obtain news and similar information. In 2020, Pew Research
Center released a report showing 18 percent of American adults receive their
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political news primarily from social media, a larger percentage than radio (8
percent), network TV (13 percent), local TV (16 percent), and cable TV (16
percent).245 In 2018, a report showed a little more than two-thirds of Americans
say they “at least occasionally” access news on SMPs, and a majority of those
SMP users say the news they see is “largely inaccurate.”246 Facebook is the most
commonly used SMP to access news, with 43 percent of Americans accessing
news on that platform.247 The convenience of accessing the news is what these
SMP users like most.248

There are, of course, arguments against treating SMPs as public utilities and
regulating them.249 Classifying SMPs as public utilities would be unprecedented.
First, are SMPs “essential” services? It is true that “unlike water and electricity,
life can go on without Facebook or other social networking services.”250

However, the increased usage of SMPs for everyday essentials, such as
communicating with each other and receiving and sharing news, increases the
argument that SMPs are essential and necessary. Second, regulation could also
lead to social media monopolies.251 It would be expensive for SMPs to comply
with some proposed regulations, but SMP advertising revenue in the United
States exceeded thirty-six billion dollars in 2019 alone and is expected to surpass
fifty billion dollars in 2021. In sum, SMPs can afford to comply with
regulations.252 

Other arguments against regulation include stifling innovation, First
Amendment issues, and SMPs passing regulatory costs directly onto
consumers.253 However, the United States government has several national
security reasons for regulating SMPs, including thwarting attacks and protecting
the integrity of elections. While these arguments against regulation have merit,
they do not outweigh the egregious national security concerns occurring every
day in the United States.
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C. Proposed Regulatory Steps and Actions

First and foremost, only SMPs with at least five million American users
should be regulated. This applies to both foreign and domestic-based SMPs. This
will force only well-established companies to come into compliance and give
smaller, newer SMPs room to grow and innovate before coming under federal
regulation. In addition, this would provide additional time for new SMPs to build
the necessary components in anticipation of reaching the five million user
threshold. 

Regulating SMPs once they reach five million users is especially important
given the attack on January 6, 2021, on the U.S. Capitol Building. In the weeks
following the November 2020 election, the SMP Parler saw a drastic increase in
users. Daniel J. Jones, president of Advance Democracy, said, “Far-right
extremists and conspiratorial groups, such as QAnon, specifically flocked to
Parler because of the lack of moderation and guidelines.”254 At the time, Parler
relied on volunteers to moderate the content on its platform.255 When Parler’s
users more than doubled in a matter of days, exceeding ten million users, the site
could not keep up with regulating the increased content.256 It tripled the volunteer
moderators from two hundred to six hundred and hired full-time moderators.257

Still, that was not enough to review flagged content, including posts threatening
to kill Vice President Pence; the moderators fell behind by around twenty
thousand reports.258 The platform simply grew too fast for the company to keep
up. If Parler had been subject to federal regulation once it reached five million
users, or even if it had limited the number of users to less than that figure, perhaps
January 6, 2021, would not be one of the darkest days in the nation’s history.

Each SMP would still be responsible for creating its own terms of use for
users, as long as those terms comply with FCC regulations. SMPs could still
choose to have stronger protections for their users. For example, FCC regulations
would not necessarily need to address how users interact with one another, but an
SMP could include in its terms of use that users must treat each other with
respect.

To stem the use by foreign adversaries from using SMPs to influence
elections in the United States, SMPs must monitor and investigate users and
organizations that purchase political advertising on their platforms. For
advertising that exceeds two hundred dollars, SMPs must ensure the purchaser is
an American citizen or a political committee properly registered with a local,
state, or federal election agency. If there is any doubt as to the monetary source
of the advertisements, SMPs would be required to immediately delete those
advertisements. SMPs would be required every thirty days to publicly disclose all
paid political advertising exceeding two hundred dollars displayed on their
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platforms, including the name of the purchaser. This is similar to the rules and
regulations of the FEC, which requires registered committees to publicly disclose
any disbursements exceeding an aggregate of two hundred dollars.259

To combat the spread of misinformation online, particularly in relation to
COVID-19 and issues of public health and safety, SMPs should monitor related
activity and delete content that is blatantly false or inherently misleading,
according to science-backed research. This is especially true for viral posts or
articles shared at an exponential rate. Extinguishing the fire of misinformation is
the only way to stop the spread and may save American lives. Content that is not
blatantly false or inherently misleading should automatically include an attached
disclaimer stating the information contained within might contain false or
inaccurate information.

Next, each qualifying SMP should establish a regulatory division to work
directly with the FCC. This division would be responsible for reviewing flagged
or reported content, determining if it violates the SMP’s terms of use or federal
regulations, and handling the content appropriately. SMPs should have distinct
algorithms enabled on their software to search and internally flag posts, pages,
events, and any other user-generated content for violations of terms of use and
federal regulations. For example, if a Facebook user creates a private page to
organize armed people to storm a state capitol building, the algorithms in place
should immediately flag the page for Facebook’s regulatory division to review,
shut down, and report the page to the FCC. The FCC would then immediately
report the incident to DHS. Similar to other countries, the FCC should also have
online forms available for users to flag and report explicit content directly to the
FCC. This would require the FCC to work with the SMPs regulatory divisions to
promptly address serious issues brought to its attention. 

In addition, regulated SMPs must release a public report every three months
detailing the types and amount of content flagged and reported to the FCC and
other law enforcement agencies. This report would enable the public to be aware
of potentially harmful or inaccurate information it received, or even potentially
shared, on SMPs. The report should include some information on the false or
inaccurate information that was shared at an exponential rate on its platform. For
example, the preprint mentioned in Section I that was downloaded over one
million times should be included in this type of report. The report should identify
the types of organizations SMPs blocked from its platforms and examples of the
content removed. This type of reporting can also generate goodwill between
SMPs and their users, proving the SMPs take the safety of their users seriously,
as well as the safety and protection of the United States.

Learning from one of the chief complaints of Germany’s NetzDG, SMPs
should implement an internal appeal review process for users whose content was
flagged or removed. The appeals process should take no longer than thirty days
to complete. Each user should have the right to appeal any decision by an SMP
to remove or flag content. The appeal would review the content and compare it
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to the SMP’s terms of use and federal regulation standards to render a final
decision back to the user. This will also help SMPs keep a catalog of content that
is permissible and impermissible for easy comparison in future cases or issues.

Regulations should stipulate the type of information law enforcement
agencies may use in their investigations. Numerous reports show the FBI and
other agencies use “undercover accounts to infiltrate activist groups” and search
for specific keywords on SMPs.260 Faiza Patel, co-director of the Brennan
Center’s Liberty and National Security Program, said, “There is no legal
framework in place around the police monitoring of social media.”261 Patel also
said there was “very little transparency” in how law enforcement agencies use and
review content on SMPs.262 There must be regulations in obtaining a user’s SMP
content to bring indictments to protect the strength of the case and provide
guidance to the judiciary in admitting evidence.

Other federal agencies use social media content to vet immigrants traveling
into the United States. Beginning in 2015, DHS began checking immigration
applicants’ social media accounts as part of its overall review process.263 In the
following years, the U.S. Customs and Immigration Services and the U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement agencies, along with the Department of
State, began to follow suit.264 In 2017, DHS Secretary John Kelly came under fire
after suggesting that the department could require non-citizens to provide their
passwords to their social media accounts.265 While DHS does not currently
require immigrants to provide their social media passwords, in 2019, the State
Department began “collecting social media identifiers from nearly all foreign visa
applicants.”266 In April of 2021, the Biden Administration rejected DHS’s official
“proposal to collect social media identifiers on travel and immigration forms.”267

This is yet another example of why regulation is needed—not just as guidance for
SMPs, but also for law enforcement and similar agencies.

D. Guidelines for Review

Similar to Germany’s NetzDG, content shared on SMPs that is flagged, either
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by the SMP’s own algorithms or by other users, should be investigated within
seventy-two hours and removed no later than seven days after the date of the
original post if it is found to be in violation. Any subsequent shares of the post
should also be promptly removed. Posts that are shared at an exponential rate or
"go viral" should be investigated within thirty minutes after being shared five
hundred thousand times and promptly removed if found to be in violation.

E. Penalties and Fines

To force the platforms into compliance, SMPs should suffer severe
consequences for failing to comply. Like Germany’s NetzDG, SMPs should be
held criminally liable for failing to comply with federal regulations. As discussed
in Section IV, SMPs should not be held liable for content posted to their sites, but
they should be held liable for how they react and respond to the content. Criminal
penalties should not exceed a five-year prison sentence and should be phased in
three years after regulations go into effect to give ample time for SMPs, the FCC,
and the federal government to adjust and ensure proper protocols are in place.

SMPs should be eligible for civil liabilities for failing to comply with
regulations. For example, a lawsuit was filed in federal court against Facebook
on behalf of the families of those killed in the Kenosha shooting.268 The lawsuit
alleges Facebook's negligence in failing to remove posts and events to “guard”
Kenosha from protestors led to the shooting deaths.269 Facebook had previously
admitted to making an “operational mistake” in not removing the event from its
platform.270 While this lawsuit is not likely to be successful due to the liability
shield Facebook receives from Section 230, it is exactly the type of civil suit that
should be allowed to proceed to hold SMPs accountable for their failure in
assisting with the organization of violent events.

The fines imposed should be severe. Similar to the proposed legislation by
the E.U., SMPs should face a fine of 6 percent of their global revenue for failing
to comply with federal regulations. Dissimilar from Australia, which has some set
fines, using a percentage of the SMP’s revenue instead of using set fines would
penalize all SMPs equally compared to their revenue and size. This would allow
smaller SMPs, such as Pinterest, to still compete with larger SMPs like Facebook
and YouTube.

VII. CONCLUSION

Even Mark Zuckerberg said, “Facebook should not make so many important
decisions about free expression and safety on our own.”271 It is past time for the
United States to regulate SMPs for the sake of national security, to stop the
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spread of extremist ideologies and acts of violence, to stop foreign interference
in elections, to stem the spread of misinformation online, and to uniformly bring
these companies into compliance. SMPs will only continue to innovate and
expand in this digital age. The United States must act now to treat SMPs as public
utilities and bring them under the regulatory auspices of the FCC. Recent history
will become the forever future if the United States government fails to address the
compounding influences SMPs and their users have on the country.


